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The Armstrong Band and
Chorus will present an evening
of Christmas music and singing
Monday, December 2, in tbe
Memorial Student Center.
Admission is free to aU.
The Chorus, directed by Dr.
I. Hatty Persse, will sing ''Tbe
Creation" (A Rock Contada)
and "Fantasia on Christmas
Carols." The soloists will be
Lacount Anderson (tenor) and
Louise Louis (soprano) for "The
Creation," and Les Taylor
(baratone) for "Fantasia." .
Accompanists for the Chorus
are Iolynne Banner and Dale
Thorton. The instrumentalists
for "The Creation" are Fred
Hodp (plano), Bruce Spradley
(guitar), Mark Mooney (drums),
and Iollnnie Kennedy (b ... ).
The Band. directed by Dr.
Stephen Brandon, wOl perform
"No.1 Francais,'" UWhite
Christmas." "'Sleigh Ride," ...A
Chriatmas Festival," and Dr.
Ashmore will narrate to '7w.
the Night Before Christmas."
TIS a1m<lot the Seunn, an all
are. invited to attend this
performance of Yuletide
favorite ..
asc ar~QI1lutii col/eQltl1fl35 abenlOm sfreef ext.
savannah. lJllOflIia 31406
Members of the Armstrong Band tune up for the December 2 concert.
DiscriminaIionAtASC?
Volume 39, Number 11
November 27. 1974
BLACKS EXPRFSS GRIEV ANCFS
Movement delegation. the
Inkwell found that Blacks on
campus are definitely not
satisfied with the treatment of
Blacks as individuals or that of
the Movement as a whole at
Armstrong.
The members of B.A.M. feel
they are being discriminated
,against in many areas of campus
affairs and plan to take action
on this score during the. winter
quarter, although they would
not divulge what this action will
be.
'The following are points of
grievance by the delegation:
1.TIte failure of the-school to
include Blacks in the preparation
and selection of school activities,
and their discriminatory policies
in the allocation of funds to
student activities. '
2. Discrimination against
Blacks entering the Nursing
Department by both faculty and
administration in admissions,
:::: .counseling, and attitude.
.~. 3. Discrimination in hiring
1* II/IJTkLime spoke to ii [NICked MCC lasr Friday night on the Blacks for both faculty and
b.' subiecr "W/w·KillBd I.F.IUA Rush to ludgemenr." Mr. Lane administrative positions.
3;, expounded on /tis rheory dlat the Kennedy l1aying WIB a.... 4. The taking advantage of
t, conspinl:y. nottlreworl<ofju.tonerruur. 71reSGAsponsored ~~ Blacks in the athletic program
1,1, evenr "'" a _t success,and rhe Inkwell wishesto rJumk all it.: and the abaence of Blacks on the
§§ rhose who,.. pili .. .., helped to make It such. ':~ cheerleading squads •.
':;:'::t;m::*:~~-iJ$~*w~'~·"m*:~:~::,*:::::;;'*:~~~~;::;;'$.::::~~iI~~::::::::::::::~:5-~~tioNl sliPtinI of
.In a meeting last Thorsday
With the Black American
Blacks in intramural sports.
6. The mistreatment of Black
students byWhite professors.
Members of B.A.M. say that
Blacks are not given a fair shake
at ASC when it comes to their
educational needs. They claim
they are not getting a diversified
education, and are not being
taken in to consideration when it
comes to activities.
B.A.M. refuses to be depicted
falsely as a .contented Black
organization on campus. If they
cannot express their
dissatisfaction with the alleged
"segregative attitude" of
Armstrong, effective action will
be taken by the group.
Senate News
The Senate met Monday and
acted on several committee re-
ports. The Student Services Com-
mittee reported that plans have
been made for a Used Book
Bulletin Board to be located in
the old Student Center. A stan-
dardized form will b. used and
. the bulletin board will be di-
vided into sections by depart-
ments. The Finance Committee
recommended that the Senate
approve $1500.00 for a Sym-
phonic CDncert series which will
probably inclt1de the Oberlin
Woodwind Quintet and the Ga.
Baroque String Ilittemble. After
aome discussIOIi. the nIolion ......
approved by the Senate by •
wide rn;lio.rll,Y.
In other action, the Senate
approved a recommendation to
write letters to the director of the
Intramural Program and to the
head of the Department of Fine
Arts, commending these persons
on the fine programs they have
presented during the fall quarter.
In the area of announcements,
three stiulents are needed for the
Conduct Court. If you are in-
terested, please have your Sena-
tor submit yOUl name &eXt M0n-
day at the Senate meeting Ibr
consideration.
Winter Quarter classes start
Dec. 3 and not Dec. 6 as re-
ported in the Winter .. paua.
lion acbedul .. Homeeomlng ....
been acbeduled for tile hit. II
pme ...... W" 0e<JraIt.
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Make Christmas Merry
ForThe~entally m
With the approach of the gifts should be in unbreakable
e h r is t m as Season an d containers, and items in glass
Hanukkah, the Jewish Festival containers or items with which
of Lights, local Savannah and patients might injure themselves
surrounding area hospitals are or others are to be avoided in
asking for donations of gifts and making your selection.
time to help make the holiday Good used clothing is needed,
season more enjoyable for their provided that it is freshly
patients. Hundreds of these laundered or cleaned. Such
patients have no families, c lot h i n g will not be
relatives, or friends to remember gift-wrapped, but will be
them, and would have a very distributed to those patients in
dreary holiday season if it were 'need.
not for the generosity of more The Mental Health officesare
fortunate people. open daily from 9 a.m. till 5
Mrs. Marnell G. Corish, p.m. The deadline for donations
Chairperson of the Gifts for isMonday, December 16.
Gracewood-Milledgeville- Checks to the Regional
Savannah Regional Committee, Hospitals should be made
asks that the students of ASC payable to "Gifts," and should
not overlook the adult patients, be mailed to the Chatharn-
especially the men, who are too Savannah Mental Health
frequently forgotten on holiday Association, P.O. Box 9451,
occasions. Savannah, Georgia 31402.
Gifts, wrapped and labelled in Cash donations will be
accordance with the age and sex divided among the three
of the in tended recipients, and hospitals in accordance with the
with the size indicated in the size of the patient populations,
case of new clothing, should be and will be used for purposes
del i v ere d tot h e recommened by the respective1~:~:~:::::-:-:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~•••• ;'1
C h a tham-Savannah Mental hospital authorities. make your contributions to the -~--
Health Association, 428 Bull The administration of the Georgia Regional Hospital at f\.r1r.!~~ •~ru-J0 8C"::J
Street. If you wish to donate a Savannah Regional Hospital Savannah, here is a quick u::-.Jl.j ~ <:JL-rt.J ' ~ ~ ~
gift but cannot drop it off, call urges Armstrong students to checklist of needs for Christmas:
236-9143 to arrange to have the continue to channel their gifts I. Individual gifts - needed
present picked up. t h r 0 ugh the by December 18.
Unwrapped gifts will be Gracewood-Milledgeville- 2. Stockings - needed .as
accepted, and volunteer workers Savannah Regional Committee. soon as possible.
will wrap and label them. AJI In case you would rather 3. Stocking-stuffers -'needed
by December 18.
4. Parties of all types.
5. Carolers.
6. Three artificial trees and
decorations.
If you can help with any of
these items listed above, please
c a II Georgia Regional at
356-2103. They ask that all gifts
be new and be left unwrapped so
that they may sort them for the
proper patient. They would
appreciate the inclusion of
wrapping paper.
A new addition to the Armstrong Nursing
Department teaching staff is Mrs. Joseph Buck.
A native of Rhode Island, Mn. Buck instructs
sophomore nursing students inMedicalSurgiazl
Nursing and performs pediatric clinical
instruction at Memorial Medical Center.
Professor Ofvei Arens, a Harvard"lid
former resident of New York Oly, I I
addition to the staff Of A I It
Department. Prof. Arens instr"cts 111/
western civilization courses, and upptT
courses dealing with Russian and Sm'__/1r
of second grade students. It is
hypothesized that those who are
forced to remain inside while
another group is allowed outside
for free play will be more
aggressive. The degree of
aggression will be measured by
the Early School Personality
Questionnaire,
ASC HOSTS ONE ACT
PLAY FESTIVAL
Four local high schools,
namely St. Vincent's, Jenkins,
Savannah Country Day, and
Calvary Baptist, participated in
the Coastal Empire One Act Play
Festival here at ASC last
Saturday. The Festival, which is
designed to encourage more
interest in the theatre in local
schools, is open to all high
schools from Chatham County
and surrounding areas.
Psych Surveys Taken
As part of their learning
experience in group interaction,
members of Mr. Tim O'Higgins
Social Psychology class have
been divided into four
work-groups consisting of seven
or more students apiece. These
groups are currently conducting
surveys on topics as diverse as
the new freedom of women as




Steve Coleman, David Kohler,
Mava Byrd, Marsha Dickerson,
Terri Fogarty, David Shensky,
and Ronnie Boyette are involved
in research concerning attitudes
toward women on the
Armstrong campus. They are
randomly distributing a survey
eliciting views concerning
women and their role in society
to various students on campus.
One of the main concerns of this
project will be to compare men's
attitudes toward women with
women's attitudes toward
women. Attitudes toward
women With reference to the
age, marital status, race, major,
class status, and group
affdIations of those filling out
tho SUlVeywill also be made.
Margaret Wilson, Kitty
Cullin .. Barbara Durrence, Joy
Moore, Linda Tillinger, Bill
CarroB, and Tim Parker are
performing a study on the
offocts of ro",1S VI. indoor
relaxation on the agmsion le>el
COMEON, AN' BRING
YOUR PAROLE OFFICER, TOC
The Coalition on Jails and
Prisons will presen t a film on the
bail bond system in Georgia
entitled: "Gujity Until Proven
Innocent." The fdm will be
presented tonight at 7:30 p.m.
at the Unitarian Fellowship
downtown at Habersham and
York Streets. Everyone is
welcome, and criminal justice
majors are especially urged to
see this interesting flick.
NAZI NOSTALGIA Ir~~;;;;~~"riiSpandau Prison in WestBerlin
has 600 cells. 599 of them are
empty. Each morning, the only
prisoner in Sapndau rises at 6:45
a.m., does an hour of
calisthentics and then has
breakfast in his cell. Normally he
is given only a spoon toeat with, 0/ T
ThousandSbu t if a guard is present he is
allowed a knife to butler his $2.75 per uP'"Send for y(1OJr
bread. 176-PIP ..... ' "' ....
The su bject of all this .of 550Ci laP"
attention is Rudolf Hess, the last $1.00 to eo""' ~
Nazi war crimes prisoner and by days deliwfY "",.
all accounts the most expensive 519 GlEH~O::'/,
remembrance of Nazism in E ,.~
Th G SUIT •existence. e West erman lOS .MGClES, C;".....
government pays $300.000 a .... ~ _ --0..__ ....:;,;,..
year to maintain Spandau Prison p"""-
---'f=;====~
Inkwell Staff
Jl4jtor-in-chief . .Tom Puckett
Business Manager • . . • . . . . . . David Lobs
News Editor . . . . _ . . • . . Pat Watkins
Photo Editor . . • . • ,.. • . . . . . . • Open
Feature Editor . . . . Carol Dixon
Editorial Editor ', . . Chules Dennard
Sports Editor . . . . Ronny George
Editorial Cartoonist . . . . . . Jo Banner ,
Bizarrerio Cartoonist . Carolyn Applegate
Editor of the Bizarrerie . . . . Ted Wallace
Staff Writers Jan Langston, MicheUeKilbourne,
Dianna Fischer, ~ Camp, Don Braffit, Carl Elmore,




Susan Purvis and Alice Jarriel
...•.....• Jim Majors
Contributors .. . . . . . . . . . .Erie Karpf, Michelle Hardy
RANDOM RAMBLINGS:
ThIs week we Iumo • few important announcements to make:
Our thanks to Richard Sommers for the fine job he did for us. We
""' looking for • new Photo Editor (DOgossip please!) Little did
anyone know Dp to now, but the Inkwell will not be published
apln tllis qaarter.
as Hess's isolation ch~1l
four wartime allies
France, Russia and 1'"
lake' turns sending 45




University will be r
crackdown on trlff.
violations soon. The A
City Council has voted I
the police to licket
run stop signs and red h
, However. the Coup
"recommended a on
'period of education ,nd ... -"
'tickets before blt.:.y
issued violations to cui ... •• '... ,
.the number of per"""
unawares by tile pol
and to save the
embarrassment in ch
"A policeman IS 1
silly running down •
with his sirens w1Jho,
flashing,'" noted
member sympathtu ......
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NowArroilillg Fcreulty Approval
New Degree To BeOffered In PublicAdministration
Students who intend to major the general theory of public (POS. 345) win-probably be cut two are a s 0 f Bud ge t
in a humanity may SOon have policy-making to specific from the course offerings. Management and Public Finance
the opportunity to work toward settings of welfare policy, urban Further, the new major in or Governmental. Systems
a new degree that will be offered problems, and national Public Administration will Analysis. The Budget
by the Department of History defense&foreign policy. This require Math 101, 195, and 220, Management and Public Finance
and Political Science. The degree course will be worth five credit and at least 20 additional hours area requires "a minimum of
is en tit 1ed" Pub I i c hours. Political Science 304 in math and computer science. thirty (30) quarter hours of
Administration and Urban (Public Administration) or Computer science courses course work in the fields of
Affairs." permission of the instructor is a 110,231,241, and 320 are Business Administration and
The major will require prerequisite for the course. .required. Economics." The necessary
courses from the three major The Department also plans to A prearranged related field courses are Business
areas of political science, math drop two existing courses - must also be included in the Administration 211, 212, 375,
and computer science, and Comparative Political Analysis major. Here the student has the and Economics 201, 335, and
"prearranged related fields." The (POS. 340) and African Politics option of choosing between the 405. The specialization in
student must also complete the iiiiiiiii•••••• Governmental Systems Analysis
core requirements for a Bachelor .requires "a minimum of thirty
of Science degree, which (30) quarter hours in Computer
includes twenty quarter hours Science beyond the basic
from each of the foUowing requirement of ·Computer
areas: Humanities, Math and Science 110, 231, 241, and 320
Natural Sciences, Social required of all majors.
Sciences, and "courses Twenty-one (21) of these hours
appropriate to the major field." are in courses requisite to the
In addition to the basic core program. The remainder of the
curriculum requirements, the hours may be taken in courses in
student must complete at least Computer Science approved by
30 quarter hours in the field of the student's advisor." Necessary
political science. Three of these courses include Computer
courses (IS quarter hours) must Science 301, 302, 306, 431, and
be from three of the following 432.
four areas: Students who major in Public
I. American Political Administration and Urban
Institutions (300, 305, 317, 4 J J, Affairs may participate in the
and 414) internship program offered by
2. Po lit i c al Theory the department. Ten quarter
(33 J ,332,333) hours of credit for this program
3. International Relations may be awarded for one quarter.
(320,325,326,329) Examinations will be held in regularly scheduled classrooms. Final Anyone interested in this
4. Comparative Government examinations may be given only at the stated times. Seniors in their four year degree program should
() last quarter of attendance may be exempted from final examinations complete the core requirements
3~~r: other courses (15 upon their request and at the discretion of the instructor. .. for a Bachelor of Science degree
Any student who is scheduled for three final examinations in one by the end of the sophomore
~~a~:~~ h:~r~ i ::e. t ::,\ui~e:~ day may change the date of the examination of his choice. He must year. The student should then
Administrative Law, and Public present a request in writing to the instructor Involved. If one of the con tact the department for
Policy Development. Two of three examinations is a laboratory examination, hIS choice ~ill be acceptance and advisement
the se n e c e s sary cou rses, limited to the two non-laboratory examinations. -procedures,
Administrative Law and Public Laboratory and physical education activity course examinatio In summing up the salient
will be given at the last regularly scheduled class period prior to the points of the proposed new
Policy Development, will be . L d led Public Admin istration degree,'.' day the regular examinations are sene U .
news cou"e. not previou .. y Dr. Ross Clark of the Political
offered.
Administrative Law "explores
the framework of law governing
administrative all"ncies includIng
administrative power and its




officials and their powers of
summary action, hearings before
administrative boards, and the
respective spheres of
administrative and judicial
responsibility." In this course
"some attention will be given to
the problem of the main tenance
of traditional procedural
safeguards in administrative law
and the problem of civil rights
with relation to administrative
boards leading cases."
"
Pu blic Policy Development
"is primarily concerned with a
study of the theoretical aspects
of decision making theories (i,e.
rationaVcomprehensive model vs.
incremental model), political
aspects of policy making
process, mobilization of political
support, and the cost/benefit
aspects of the public policy
making." In this course, "some
attempt will be made to apply
F
OPERATION OVALTINE
Jim Sharp is fighting the
federal government to get back
custody of a jar of Ovaltine.
Sharp lost the Ovaltine and
his airplane last mon th when he
landed at Great Falls, MT on a
flight from Yukon Territory to
Boulder, CO. Customs officials
searched his plane and found the
Ovaltine, which they thought-
was a jar of suspicious looking
crystals. Customs officials later
claimed they received a tip that
Sharp had drugs aboard the
plane.
Sharp and the Ovaltine were
taken to the customs house
where a special chemical that
interacts with LSD and turns It
purple was mixed with the
Ovaltine. According to Sharp,
the Ovaltine stayed brown. The
customs officials said it turned
purple and they impounded
both Sharp and his plane.
UEPEEQUES
While officials searched the
plane, Sharp took pictures.
Sharp claims that one of the
federal agents grabbed the
camera and exposed the film.
At one point, the customs
officials dared him to drink
some of the Ovaltine but Sharp
refused, preferring to play the
situation out. It took two weeks
for the government to admit
that the crystals were Ovalline.
When Sharp went to get his
plane, the government charged
him $3.50 a day for storage.
"Don't laugh," Sharp
advised a reporter interviewing
him about the incident. "It
could happen to you."
LIBRARY REFRAINS FROM
THROWING THE BOOK
George Blomberg, a student
at the University of Montana,
turned in overdue library books
checked out by his mother's first
husband 32 years ago.
The books were originallv
checked out in 1942 by A.L.
Kamps, who was shot down over
Europe in WWII before he had a
chance to turn in the books.
Library officials say the fioe
amassed on the books was
$1,555.50.
Blomberg was excused from
paying the fine.
PERSON FOR A DAY
With various forms of blatant
sexism going by the board these
days, the traditional
homecoming queen at- Akron
University in Ohio has stepped
aside to make way for her
successor - the homecoming
person.
The homecoming committee
said they decided to join "the
growing trend in America to
speak in non-gendered teems.We
want the student body to choose
a person, whether they be male
or female, that they feel
represents. our campus for
Science Department states:
"What is contemplated is a
four-year program with 15 hours
of 300 level Political Science
courses distributed over three
fields other than public
administration, 15 hours of
course work in public
administration, and 30 to 35
hours of either Business
Administration and Economics
or, in an alternative track, 30 to '
35 hours of mathematics and
Computer Science. The
Computer Science requirement
will be replacing the normal
requirement of four quarters of
foreign language. This particular
B.S. degree will have two main
branches with dependents. First,
the Public Finance and Budget
branch will depend on the
Business Department. And, in
addition, the Systems Analysis
branch will depend on the
Computer Science Department
Both these branches can be
attained at a Masters Degree
level in another university,. in
addition to both being ve!)'
much in job demand."
The new B.S. in Public
Administration cannot be
initiated until the faculty passes
the proposal in a subsequent
general meeting. According to
Dr. Clark, the hang-up in getting
the program passed comes from
the point- of inter-program
discipline: The program went
through the Curriculum
Committee, and was passed to
be voted on in the faculty
meeting. Once it got into the
faculty meeting though, it met
opposition by one of the
effected departments.
Hopefully, the program will be
passed in either the December or
January faculty meetings.
Home coming of 1974,"
announced the committee.
The Person candidates need
only be full time students. The
"personal qualifications," the
committee said, "will be




instruction in American grade
schools seldom rises above how
to ask for a drink of': water,
Chinese schools go by a different
book of phrases.
In China, grade school
children are being taught to say
"Hands UP!" in Russian in case
they ever have to take 'Soviet
prisoners, according to former
French Information Minister
Allain Peyrefitte.
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, E;ditorials-
It is the policy of the Inkwell to differentiate personal opinion
and editorial opinion on this page by the use of by-lines and the lack
of them respectively. A by-line is the name of the author of the
article printed between the headline and the article. Any article with
a by-line expresses the opinion of the au thor and does not express
that of the Inkwell, administration, faculty or student body. Articles
without by-lines express the opinion of the majority of the editorial
•• A
I always had to wear a suit to church when I was in high school. I
didn't always want to, but I put on the 'proper garb' to meet God. I
don't know if God liked the threads but-obviously Heand the other
folks in the church didn't mind them. I suppose I'll never know if He
really liked them. I had always gotten the impression when I was
sitting in a pew fakin' it that Hewas out somewhere trying to find
clothes as good as what everyone was wearing. After all Hecouldn't
dress his own son up in anything more than rags...
I rapped with a few priests and other clergy about big, beautiful
churches in the middle of a gettos. They all .said- just about the same
thing, "It's a symbol of Bah, ba, bah, ball " or "It's the
congregations way of expressing bah, bah, ball " It all really boils.
down to "Look kid, it's their money, my job, so go take that cross
somewhere else, you'll scuff the walls, and get off my hem!"
None of them would say what their Jesus would have to say
about their big-business churches. None of them say what the
starving children in Bangladesh would say about their beautiful
churches. All they say is "Look at all we've done? Doesn't that
count for something? We've got our tax-free property, and our
tax-free houses and our tax-free consciences. Don't expect us to give
it aUto the poor!"
I realize these people have every right to build a whole fleet. of
churches with their own money. [ don't object to the actual
funding: that's the parishioner's business. What I object to it the
connection these materialists draw between themselves and Jesus.
Now everyone knows that the Christian orthodox view is that
man is prone to sin: that is, every man or woman alive tends to
break the covenant of Moses. As I interpret, the church feels that a
new covenant was made in Christ. Therefore believers in the words
and deeds of Christ of necessity must attempt to emulate those
words and deeds.
I can't recall when Christ ever mentioned building a physical
structure for believers to gather. Idon't recall His ever preaching in a
church structure, such as a shule. He held his meetings outside, in
good weather Or bad. In imagining exactly what would happen if
Christ or Moses came back, I remember a passage from one of Lenny
Bruce's works; where they fly into Chicago to see Spellman and
Sheen at St. Patrick's Cathedral.
"So they just stand in the back of St. Patrick's. And they listen,
look around. Cardinal Spellman would be relating love and giving
and forgiveness to the people - and Christ would be confused. 'Cause
their route took'ern through Spanish Harlem. And they would
wonder what forty Puerto Ricans were doing living in one room -
this guy had a ring on that was worth eight grand. And he would
wonder at the grandeur ... "Why aren't the Puerto Ricans here- it's
clean and nice? What does it all mean?" And they'djust be shucking
back and forth and talking. And maybe Bishop Sheen would see
them back there, and run up to Spellman on the lectern:
Sheen: Psst. Wanna talk.to you for a minute.
Spellman: Will you go back to the blackboard and stop bugging
me now?
Sheen: I wanna talk to you."I've got a customer in the back.
Spellman: Awright, put the choir on for ten minutes.
Choir: bah-all -ah -ah-ah.
Spellman: What is it?
Sheen: What is it?! You'll never guess who's here.
Spellman: Who's here?
Sheen: You're not going to believe me - you're gonna think I've
been drinking.
Spellman: Awright, who's here?
Sheen: Christ and Moses.
Spellman: Are you sure it's them?
. ,Sheen: Well, I've just seen them in pictures, but I'm pretty sure
It s them. Moses is.a ringer for Charlton Heston, and l'm sure.
S~llman: Awnght, gimme a direct line to Rome, quickly! Rome?
Awright, Hello. John? Fran, in New York. Listen, a couple of kids
droppe? in and uh ... yeah, you know them ... One kid is --well I'll
(smgs) WIth the cross of bap-bap." No, not Zorrol THEM' That's
right, He brought a very attractive Jewish boy with him."
The ~omt IS obvious: Christ and Jesus wouldn't know their own
peop~e If .they were to visit us today. They'd say we were slack
~ey d pomt to all of t~e suffering and then to all of those tax-fre~
~h~rches. They wouldn t listen to all this talk about what this
rch has done for these people. They'd look at those solid brass
cro~: ~nd those newly painted walls, and they'd get sick.
. y d reahze that all of their work was for nothing The 'd
;~~hze that the average Christian today is ten times deeper' into ~in
mo~t~~ o~.es they were dealingwith. Worst of all, they'd realize that
ns tans today just don't care. by Tom Puckett
ExaJIJiner: by CHARLES DE
"The Trial of Billy Jack" has
just hit the silver screen and
unless you love modern
propaganda, don't go see it. It's
like those superpatriot films of
the 50's, but in this, everyone
over twenty-five is the enemy.
This movie is related to the
student deaths that occurred at
Kent State and Jackson State.
The question posed is this: Is
freedom of thought, speech, and
just plain individuality still
threatened in post-Nixon
America? Do we feel that
students, or anybody for that
matter, still have to hide their
beliefs for fear of retaliation by
the government or by
self-proclaimed arbiters of the
American way, like the FBI?
These are valid questions.
Perhaps not so nagging as they
were four or five years ago, but
there nevertheless.
At this point in our history
we are faced with many serious
problems, both home and
abroad. The economy I oil prices,
detente, the Arab-Israeli
conflict, famine, law and order,
etc. All of these things are
leading people to be less tolerant
and more rigid in their
Vlewpoint. You are either for or
against detente, big business is
either a threat or a saviour, and
Preside~t Ford is a reincarnation
of either Harry Truman or
Calvin Coolidge. Having to cope
with so many even ts, in ternaJ
crisis and external demand has
forced people to jump off the
fence and on to the pro or con
bandwagon. The result has been
a marked upsurge of violence
and threatening rhetoric. The
slaughter of cattle to prove a
point, and General Brown's
recent comments on the Geonist
movement are just recent
examples of the trend toward
extremism in thought and
action. The "it's them or us"
attitude is becoming dangerously
predommant in our society.
Where does this lead to? A
hardening of opin ions, a belief
that only one side is right, can
be the spawning ground for
suppression of thought and
possible physical persuasi n "to
see the light." Underneath the
visible public opinions arc
government activities reprc ing
individual right _ In UlI case,
"what we don't know can hurl
us." We have experienced.
ARD
during the Nixon admin] t .th f IS ratione use 0 force directed th '
public agencies as a f rough. . arm of
retnbu non and punishme t The
case of John Lennon is an..pnme
example. As reported in th
"Rolling Stone", the attempt t~
deport John Lennon had
becom.c a personal vendetta of
the NIXon administration N.. . ow
the question IS how is this still
p o s s i b lc since Nixo '
. .? n s
resrgn at ion? The ansWer'
simple. Nixon is gone, but th~
people in government who
carried out his orders, and in
some instances initiated such
plans, are still in government.We
may have cu t off the head of the
Hydra, but the lenaclesslill hold
a death grip on individualrights.
We must be wary, over the
next few years, of suppressionof
thought and the right of
expre ing ones beliefs openly
and freely. The more fearful,
confused and divided our society
becomes, the less tolerant it is.
e rge Orwell's 1984
rcchn logy is here. We only lack
the willingness to close OUI







rampant through my head in the
past mon th ur so. The une
organization left in this world
that I really considered to be
trying to promote world unity in
solving worldwide prubkjl,s has
turned as sour as a spoiled
cnchclata. I am referring to the
recent appearance of the so
callcd "leader" of the
Palestinian Liberation
Orga'nization at the United
Nations Conference un middle
cast problems.
By i Is own ill-considered
invilalion, the United Nations
has welcomed the "leader" of a
sc mi-c landcstine revolu tionary
band of wild-eyed Arabs. A
group that offers no more than
armed terrorism of innocent
people and the destruction of
any previous progress made in
se It lin g the tensions in the
Middle East.
The most blatant example of
this invitation took place when
Yasir Arafat told the assembled
delegates that he was in fact the
leader of the Palestinian
Refugees, and that he wanted to
form an independent Palestinian
State. This man however
represents no organized
government. This man has not
been elected or pronounced the
main spokesman for these
displaced people. Who does he
think he is? Docs he think that
he is a statesmen because his
organization proudly accepted
respon~bility for the senseless
slaughter of eleven st~denlS at
the Munich Winter Olympics? Or
by bombing airplanes containing
Innocent victims of
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circumstaneev In '.. my mind he is
not a statesman but h ., e IS a cruel
and murall~ unfit human being.
The rationale that has I .,
some t' euna Ions to succumb t
propaganda and acquiesce in th
O
condone t f emen 0 Mr. Arafat as the
Palestinian ru t' I·,I a rona spokesman
has created a very d:. anb'Crous and
potentially expluding problem
for the furtherance of- world
diplomacy. The United Nalions
as. a peace-keeping body has
quickly compromised its own
cha~te~ of ideals to accept the
doc t r ine of terrorism and
slaughter of any old fool who
Wishes to speak to them.
. I. used to laugh at signs
saying that the United States
should pull out of the United
~atluns. I'm not laughing
anymore. Maybe we should pull
out. The United Nations'
underlying philosophy is being
erroded by these events of the
past few weeks. This philosophy"
IS be ing changed into an
atmosphere whereby any
wild-eyed banshee can come and
scream that he really is the
leader of a group of people when
~n reality he is a grease monkey
10 some Arab service station.
This is not diplomacy. It's a
sham and a hoax perpetrated
on the people of the world_ This
type of action is a complete
onsult to the twenty-five years of
furthering diplomacy we have
seen in our life times.
Diplomacy has taken on
many new meanings recently.
The events at the United Nations
in the past few weeks have
moved diplomacy way down the
ladder on my degradalion list.
!,euers tUlhe Editor shuuld her1w deadlin« for lell' .'. Th tYdPed, preferably on a ~ixty ~pace line.
ers I" urs uy b f h 0 •
willal.pcmo• All YbJler leuers will he heled 't',:etht erISI'slueom whiehk the leuer• e 0 owmg wee .
Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
This lelter is written in
reaction to the recent conflict
between the Editor of the
Inkwell and certain fraternal and
religious people who feel that
Puckett and Co. are prejudiced
and possibly obscene. I should
make it clear to begin with that I
am not taking sides in this issue.
but analyzing it, as the opposing
groups appear to me to be equal
In inanity. their differences
springing from opposed forms of
stupidity rather than different
amounts of it. A clear
understanding of the problem is
possible if one recognizes both
the purposes of the college
newspaper and the threat which
it appears to be to fraternities
and religious fanatics. The
college is basically an institution
of learning. The athletic
department will of course argue
that intelligence is not
everything. and intelligent
people both agree with this and
understand why the P_E.
department is always ready to
announce this self-evident
characteristic of reality. the
newspaper functions. in its
propcr form. as a media for the
semination of college news. and
an outlet for intellectual activity
wh ich is of concern to the
student body, such as, for
example, discussions and critical
articles on currcnt events. the
arts. and politics. It is fair to say
that Puckett and Co. have done
a good job, as the newspaper has
lately improved in performing its
function. This has been
accomplished by broadening its
scope to encompass more than
newS of athletics and
fraternities. The problem arises
at this poin t. As the newspaper
performs its proper function, it
reveals to the reader the various
pro blems which exist in his
immediate environment and the
world as a whole. Religion is
opposed to such awarness, as the
basis of religion is ignorance.
The fraternity problem is of a
different nature. The functions
of the fraternities, such as social
activities among its members,
and social work by them. is not
greatly affected by how much
pu blicity they get. However,
Armstrong's fraternities appear
to be joined primarily for the
mere purpose of publicity. Our
Please see page 12
Untided: byeARI,ELMORE
Have you ever been really
~own? And thought to yourself
. M,.n, this life really stinks. I;
isn t worth living. Why do I feel
so bad? Because everything
sucks! Every thing is backwards.
~e?ple are so bogged down in
living that they just don't realize
h~w rotten things really are!"
It s certainly true that life ain't
easy.
.The world has come to the
POInt where there are virtually
two kinds of people: the
competitor and the
~on~competitor. The competitor
~lves by one rule, and that rule
IS: there are no rules! The
non-competitor also lives by one
rule. and that rule is: do unto
others as you would have them
do unto you. The world is about
30% competitors and 70%
non-competitors. so it becomes
obvious that there is plenty of
easy prey for the competitors.
How do we cope with such a
rip-off world? .
People approach life
armed with only two things:
their mental and physical
c~pabililies, and just a very little
bit of hope. HOPE. What a
strange word! It's just that little
bit of hope that keeps us going
through the bad times and the
good. That simple hope that
maybe tomorrow will bring
something better. Hope seems to
be a very powerful force. for as
~e humans live and die, hope
Just goes on and on. How do we
cope with such a lip-off world?
Wejust hope on.
There are days for the birth,
death, and rebirth of hope. They
are, respectively, Christmas.
Good Friday, and Easter. Being
frank, even though I am a fairly
religious person, nobody can call
me a good Christian. Far be it for
me, who can't even get my own
head together. to preach to you.
But in this Christian Christmas
Jewish Hanokkah, and Capitalis;
paid holiday season, that we all
take so much for granted. we all
seem to forget what a beautiful
thing hope really is.
There are philosophies,
religions, games .. .it seems that
we humans base our whole
existence on hope. Even our
government is based on the
concept of hope. If the founding
fathers had not had faith
A me rica would not be ~
democracy. In the Christian
religion, there are days set aside
fof the consideraJion of hope.
There is one strange thing
about hope, though. A person
~an. realize and feel hope, but it
IS Impossible to communicate
this feeling of hope to other
people, or to give other people
hope for the future. Each person
must do that for himself. So you
see, all I am doing in writing this
is telling myself that I have faith
in you, and hope for the future.
Peace
E.ReA. by MICHELE HARDY
The proposed Equal Righ ts
Amendment was passed by
Congress in 1972. In the two
years since then, it has failed to
gain the approval of
three-fourths of the state
legislatures,' which is necess~ry
for it to become a part of the
Constitution. The amendment
reads: "Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or
by any state on account of sex."
Why has this amendment, which
guarantees women the same legal
rights that men already have,
been denied ratification by 17 of
the states?
One reason is that the general
pulJIic i~ misinformed about the
ramifications of the ERA and as
a result many unfounded charges
have been made against it. The
the ERA will abolish alimony
and ,hild support, that women
will be drafted and forced to
serve in combat, and that the
role of the homemaker will be
downgraded. are all common
misconceptions.
Alimony and child support
laws would not be abolished,
rather they would be extended
to include men. Men would
become eligible for alimony
payments from their wives under
t he same circumstances that
women are eligible to receive
alimony from their husbands.
Both parents would be subject
to child support obligations. The
ERA would not deprive women
and children of their support
rights. On the can trary. their
rights will probably be better
women are denied such benefits
as tbe GI Educational Bill, GI
loans. and employment benefits.
The role of the homemaker
will not be downgraded by the
ERA; if anything; it wdl be
enhaneed_ Equality under the
law will give women more of an
opportunity to choose their
place in society. Thus the role of
wife and mother will become a
chosen one. not one which is
forced upon women.
Some opponents of ERA feel
that it is unnecessary because
there is already legislation in
existance which protects the
rights of women. These laws.
Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, the Equal Pay Act of
1963, and Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of
1972 prohibit discrimination
based on sex; however. they deal
only with employment and
education and are not strongly
enforced. if at aU.
The Fourteenth Amendment.
which guarantees equal
protection under the law, does
not always protect the righ ts of
women. If it did, the Nineteenth
Amendment (which gave women
the right to vote) woold have
been unnecessary. The right to
vote is the only legal right
women are guaranteed in the
United States Constitution. If
women were included in the
meaning of the word "person"
in the Constitution, the ERA
would be unnecessary. However,
history proves this is neither the
case nor the in tention.
protected_ A case could be made
under the ERA that courts must
require divorced parents to
contribute in a manner that
would not force the parent with
the children to assume a greater
financial responsibility. The
welfare of the child will be the
issue considered in granting child
custody. as it is in most states
now. However, provisions giving
mothers preference over fathers
will be eliminated.
As far as the draft is
concerned. women as well as
men have little to worry about.
The draft was abolished in 1973.
However. if the draft is ever
reinstated. women will be
su bject to the draft onder the
same conditions as men. Women
with children in their personal
care could be deferred of course.
just as men could be under the
same circumstances. In 1971,
only 5% of the eligible males in
the country were actually
inducted in to the services. Less
than 1% were ever assigned to
combat units. and only a
fraction of those to the front
lines. An even smaller percentage
of females would be s~bjected to
the draft since the sex neutral
phy~cal standards, which would
be established by the armed
forces, would exclude many
more women than men.
Since the draft is no longer in
existanee, the ERA will simply
require that women and men be
allowed to volunteer for military
service on an equal basis. Women
now must meet higher standards
than men. therefore many
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Dear Rocky,
I watched the Godfather on television last
week and now I'm terrified when I pass anyone
on the street who looks like he might be of
Sicilian ancestory. Was the Godfather based on




The Godfather was not about the MafIa at
all, it was just the story of an average American
family with a very strict father. Don't worry
about being terrified though, you're not alone.
I I hear 20 million husbands made their wives go
oul and start lheir. cars last Tuesday moming.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
Armstrong sure is tough academically and
that's my problem. Socially I can get along even
with these aloof ASC co-eds, but academically I
just can't cut the mustard. If I' drop out of




I understand Greyhound needs bus drivers.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I finally made it. I've completed all my work
for graduation with a dual major in History and
Political Science. I can't wait to put my
theoretical knowledge into practice. Tell me,
what type of job can I get.
A. Nerd
Dear Ace,
[ understand Greyhound needs bus drivers.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I've intensely studied Gerald Ford's political
career. In all his years in the House of
Representatives, I can't frnd any significant
legislation he introduced. Why did the Michigan




Ford's Michigan electorate thonght Jerry
was in Washington on a football scholarship.
While I'm on the President's case, I think I
should reveal Ford's real reason for his trip to
Japan - his SONY 1V needed repairs. Since
there's no VP. America was without a leader




Enclosed you will find my Christmas list and




I read your 6st of presents and gave them to
both Santa and Hanukkah Harry. In unison




by Garry Trudeau •
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This week the Verse of the Month nomination is a poem by the
name of The Box by Kendrew Lacaelles. I first heard this poem on
the Smothers Brothers show a number of years ago and it has stuck
with me ever since. Here is The Box and this is how it goes ....
Once upon a time in the land of Hush-a-bye
Around about the wonderous days of Yore.
They came across a sort of box
Bound up with chains and locked with locks
And labeled "Kindly do not touch, it's war"
V
erseA decree was issued round aboutall with a flourish and a shout
And a gaily colored mascot
Tripping lightly on before-
"Don't fiddle with this deadly box
Or break the chains or pick the locks





Well the children understood
Children happen to be good
And were just as good around the days of YORE
They didn't try to pick the locks
or break into that deadly box
And never tried to play around with war.
Mommies didn't either
Sisters, Aunts, nor Grannies neither
Cause they were quiet and sweet and pretty
in those wonderous daysof Yore,
Well very much the same as now
And not the ones to blame somehow





hBut someone did ..
Someone battered in the lid, ,.
And spilled the insides out all across the floor
A sort of bouncy, bumpy ball
Made up of flags and guns and all
the tears and horrors of death
That goes with war,
It bounced right out
And was bashing all about
and bumping everything in store
And what was most unfair
was that it really didn't seem to care
much, who it bumped, or why
or what or for.
It bumped the children mainly.
And I'll tell you this quite plainly,
It bumps them every day more and more ,
And it leaves them dead and burned and dying
Thousands of them sick and dying
Cause when it bumps it's very very sore
There is a way to stop the ball
It isn't very hard at all.
All it takes is wisdom
And I'm absolu tely sure
We could get it back into the box
And bind the chains and lock the locks
But no one seems to want to help the children any more
Well that's the way it appears
Cause it's been bumping round now for years and years
In spite of all the wisdom wizzed
Since the wonderous days of Yore.
And the time they came across that box
Bound up with chains and locked with locks.
Thank you for your time and attention in reading this wondlerf~~
ieee of material by Mr. Kendrew Laeaelles, and thank you a so I.
Pyou have been a fairly regular. or even incidental, reader of this
column, or page. T.K. Wallace.
*Q.C.& s.R.*
by T.K. WALLACE
This column has been placed
before you for the advancement
of the real world around you,
the. students, instructors, and
employees of A.S.C. If anyone
has a question, comment. or
snide remarks to be made public,
please submit it in writing to any
Inkwell staff member or to
myself via P.O. Box 52, A.S.C.
Barring any illegal or otherwise
slanderous 'comments, your




When you look in a mirror
. everything is reversed, right is
left and left is right, so why isn't
the bottom top and top bottom?
Is it coincidence that the
organization that is keeping the
Phelebitis Kid from testifying
also has the largest paid political
lobby in the United States?
COMMENTS
It is interesting to note that
there is so little news on campus
that the Inkwell has to get itself
in trouble so there will be some
news to fill its pages!
"For the first time I think
people are starting to look
forward to the Inkwell every
week". Dr. John Duncan
An exciting new art gallery
has been opened in Charleston,
S.C, It is named the .500 Rice
Barrels Gallery and is on King
Street. They specialize in
silversmith work ..
"You can sell anything on
God's green earth if you can
make them believe it's stolen"
George C. Scott,




the U.S. Department of
Agriculture have perfected a
procedure for removing a large
part of the ingredient in beans
which has earned them the
sobriquet "the musical fruit." .
The windless bean IS
produced by eliminating ~v~r
half the beans' oligosacchandlc
sugars, a series of indigestible
compounds which make up four
percent of the beans weight and
which are t ransformed into
embarrassing and odoriferous.
trumpet blasts in the lower
intestine.
A U.S.D.A. scientist said that
the development of the
breezeless bean was legitimately
in the public interest and worth
the tax money spent on It
because "beans are a nutritious
food arid thai'S a good way to
allow more people to eat them
with a greater degree of
comfort. ..
The Overseas WeeklJ:
Politics: by T.K. WALLACE
I n 1972, this process was
repeated, in total view of the
Watergate break-in, in one of the
most defacing scandals done by
the supposedly respected
political parties. The election
wa s be tween Richard Nixon
(The Phelebitis Kid) and George
McGovern, and, much to my
advance warnings, the results ran
through this October.
Now the 1974 elections are
fresh on everyone's minds. As
the concerned voting public, try
to remember the campaign and
the promises made, if you can
remember. write them down and
then hold your elected candidate
to them. or you might tum out
like the following cartoon.
• This editorial is in lieu of the
recent elections and also of the
cartoon below.
As the elections go, or went
as I should say, the candidates
spun their usual webs of
deception combined with
promise-filled clouds brought in
for cover. The mud-slinging and
face-slapping that went on was
basically repetitive of
ill-remembered wonders and
promises of the past elections:
And now that we have the
candidates to be instated, they
are starting to show their colors.
In 1968, the people of the
United States were exposed to
an extremely obnoxious
campaign involving Hubert
Humphrey and Richard Nixon.
,
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INK INSlGIff: BobbyHill
guess you're right. I guess that's
a social thing. I was in the civil
"rig/lis movement real big and I
thought it was a logical
extension of my work in the
civil rights movement to be
involved in law. Because the law
is w hu t kept us out of
restaurants, off of": buses and
outside of theaters. It always
intrigued me that all this was a
legal mat ter. And I don 't know
why black people didn't get
frustrated at not knowing
INKWELL: What reasons did whether to go up. sideways. or
you have for going into law down. The point is that it was
practice? legal, it was the law that was
MR. HILL: I don't know, I've doing thaI. And when I went
always had an interest in it and I down to Mississippi, the freedom
always knew it's a brokerage ride, it was the law that said l
house. It's the power and I couldn't do it and of course, the
understood that, additionally, only way to get at the heart of
when I was a kid I always had· that was to understand it fully,
brushes with the law, I was sort to be in the law business. So
of a bad kid. More than that I that's the way you do it, it's sort
used to go up to the courthouse of a ragged analysis, but that's
when Iwas in Athens and watch what happens.
the lawyers try cases, many INKWELL: What do you feel
whom I was' much dissatisfied is the role of the black attorney
with, I thought then that the in the community'!
quality of representation ought MR. HILL: The role changes
to be improved, I thought that I fast, you've got to understand
could do some of that. But I that. He's first got to be
guess in retrospect it's now competent. Two, he or she has
because I know it's a powerful got to have the equipment.
instrument. People ask me that question,
INKWELL: Do you see it people that arc interested in
now as protecting the weak and, going to law school, The trouble
innocent against a miscarriage of of answering it is that I don't
justice. Do ~ou see it as sort of a want anybody to put their role
law of the rich some lawyers do before their duty to being
see .It .that way, Do you possibly competent and to being
see It In those terms? equipped to do it. It's like the
MR. HILL: W~II, it's trucking business, having good
something that you can t get too tries on the truck, that's first
clearly in focus. What I do is in and the second thing is to
fact that sort of thing, because I remember whatever your
represent unpopular people, not commitment is to changing the
all black, not all white, just. society to the better. An
unpopular causes, criminal, the attorney, or a legislator probably
ugly, The ugly get cut time has a better chance of making
before the court. That's the those changes than anybody
nature of the court system, else, this is the center of the
because thc judges are few. I action. So ( think that the role a
Bobby Hill is a lawyer in Sa-
vannah and has quite a back-
ground in civil rights work.
Some of his more famous cases
are Jackson vs. Georgia and the
DonaldsonviJle murder casco
We would like to thank Ray
Parsons who did lite interview
with Mr. Hill, and to thank
Bobby Hill for the time he set
aside for the students here at
A.S.C.
The law is a good way to stop people frum being
evicted, to stop people from beinggouged on, credit,
and from being discriminated ~ainst in employment.
black lawycr or any lawyer with
a social conscience is IU usc the
law in a positive fashion like the
racists and the people who were
anti-social used it in a negative
fashion. So it's just a turn
around.
INKWELL: The civil tights
movement isn't as popular as it
was in the 1960's Wll::.t<10 you
see as the primary problems Ihat
the black attorney has to come
to grips with. do you feci that
it's more of an economic type of
thing'!
MR. HILL: I think, not this is
in terms of one man's opinion. I
think in terms of change you
have to use an elastic approach. I
think the Irouble with so much
of the civil rights movement is
that they got themselves in a
bind. I loved Dr. King, but I
think it was a great mistake in
setting his goal sort of
monopolistically ,saying this iswhat
we're going to do this time.
we're going to take off on
housing or we're going to take
off on voting, you've got to do
them all at one time,
unfortunately. so it's not
economics, as I see it, the civil
rights movement goes sub-judas,
it's down under, it's no less a
civil rights movement, it's still a
civil rights movement that's got
to go on, it's still. like people
who arc in trouble, the poor
people. The civil rights
movement is still. It's just a new
angle. And so you have to go
after it in that way and the law
is a good way. To stop people
from being evicted to stop
people from being gouged with
credit, to insure that people are
not being discriminated on in
employment. We have for
example many, many law suits
against companies who
discriminate in employment who
have had over the lasl40 years a
bla<.:k guy and a white guy
working_side by side and payillg
theIJlack guy $2.40 less all hour
and the white guy goes on his
lunch break and the black guy
comes over ami docs his share of
the work. And so our function is
to correct that sort of thing. the
laws on the books 10 correct it.
INKWELL: I think the Equal
o p p ortunity Commission sets
certain standards. and I suppose
it makes your job a little easier
in the long run.
MR. HILL: It does. I think
that it is relatively correct that
all these additional laws help
swing the pendulum. The
problem always has been that
t he racists' people have not
abided by them. The law is that
every person born or naturalized
in the U.S. is an American
citizen and the 14th
amendment, which has been
around a long time says that no
state shall make any law that
treats one person differently and
the law has always been good,
nobody abided by it. What you
had to do was that you had 10
keep reading it to them. The
interesting thing was that some
kids over in Alabama did was
they look a copy of Ihe
constitution and tried to get
people to sign it as a communist
inspired document. Well that's
what you need, you need more
refinements. They didn't like
thai notion about all people
being equal.
INKWELL: Well, you
essentially brought up the 14th
amendment, because so many
times when there's a law
protecting the rights of the
individual against the authority
of the state you come across the
corporate theory behind the
14th amendment thai it is really
intended to protect private
corporations against (he whims
of the state governments levying
unreasonable laxes against them.
The facts bore us out that the death penalty
being applied to the poor and the blacks
Supreme Court of the U.S. agreed with us. . . '
was
the
You don't feel that thcrc's:any
chaflc~ of th~t reoccurring asain,
any kind 01 reinterpretation of
the rights thai have already:ix,en
established'! :1
MR. HILL: No, it's now so
firmly established that I don't
think Ihat we will ever go back
again to that kind of rank
discrimination. I think the word
dlscnmination is what is hurting
people now.
INKWELL: I seem to get the
distinct impression that you
have just gone a hundred yards
and jumped your first hurdle.
And you're on your way to the
next hurdle but you're not Sure
which direction that will take
you and how you will jump into
thar hurdle, is that kind of a fair
analysis of where you are now?
MR. HILL: Well,
unfortunately I understand
politics too aside from the law,
sitting over here in the ivory
tower I don't have any problems
theorizing, but in reality, it's
politics. Like what you may call
uncertainty, is not really
un ce r tain ty , we really know
what is happening. We know
that we've wiped out maybe
only one-fourth of the racism
that was really rank in the
southland. The other 75% is here
and that only generations can
wash that out.
INKWELL: It's attitudes?
MR. HILL: It's attitudes that.
have the value of enforcement
because of who's in power. If a
person who is the mayor of a
city is a nice fellow and says that
I'TTlnot a racist, but in truth the
things that he does every day has
racial overtones by not taking
affirmitive steps of erasing what
happened in the past then he's
still a rae! t.
INKWELL: He's still tied to
the past?
MR. HI LL: Sure and in many
instances he doesn't know iLIt's
What we could do is plug in every sentence th~t::.
ever been had into a e.vmputer and put that km
technology in terms of equality of sentencing.
like in job discrimination cases
h
' ,
t ere s many 1 many an employer
who doesn't understand. He
thinks his heart's in the right
place, but he is not doing the
things that will dismantle 400
years of sad history.
INKWELL: Wasn't the
Donaldsonville case that went all
the way to the Supreme Court?
MR. HI LL: I handled
Georgia's most infamous murder
case over in Donaldsonville, the
six mass murder. That has not
been resolved yel, it's going to
the Supreme Courl of the
United States probably. The one
that went to Ihe Supreme Court
was Jackson vs. Georgia, which
was the death penalty. The
Supreme courl of the United
States struck down the death
penalty 1 Furman vs. Georgia and
Jackson vs. Georgia. It held that-
the death penalty violated the
8th amendment, cruel and
unusual punishment. Well what
has happened in this country at
least that's what we argue was
that the death penalty was on
the books in every state of the
union, but that il had been
uniformally applied to black
people, poor people, and ugly
people, physically ugly. People
that are ugly get a raw deal
before the courts. So the facts
bore us out that the death
penalty was being applied to the
poor and to the blacks. The
Supreme Court of the United
States agreed with us, that it was
so whimsical that what it
allowed was that il allowed the
jury and the judge to use their
discretion as to when to apply it.
The facts were irrevelant, the
color of the man was more
revelant than the facts. Poverty,
if it turned out that this was a
poor, ugly white kid who had
always been from the wrong side
of the tracks, who bad always
been in trouble, he could g~t the
death penally. It was reserved
for poor and black people.
INKWELL: When you were
developing your case for Jackson
vs. Georgia had you decided
from the outset that you were
going to use the Brandeis Reid as
sort of an approach?
MR. HI LL: I use a real brief
approach in any case, I guess
you could say we usc a very
academic approach. And I've
always thought that lawyers
should use the law somewhat to
experiment and that's primarily
what l did with Jackson. I had a
loser from the start and it was an
excellent oppurtunity to
experiment with the law and to
suggest to the court, this is what
I think the law ought to be. I
was court appointed in that case,
I wasn't paid to do it.
INKWELL: You mean, you
were court appoin ted from the
outset?
MR. HILL: Oh, yeah, who
else would take that case?
Nobody.
INKWELL. You weren't like
the man in the Gideon case were
you?
MR. HILL: Sure,itwasacase
of black escapee who had been
charged. with raping a doctors
~Ife, a prominent doctor's wife
ow could he win '
INKWELL: I~ other words
there. ow:asn't any doubt about a
chonVJctlOn it was just a matter of
I e penally.
MR. HI LL: So I do that in
every casco
INKWELL: Were you ever
contestmg the evidence or were
you trying to find a way of
escapmg the death penally?
. MR. HILL: Well, we had a
tnal on the evidence, whether or
~ot he ~as,the ~dentified person,
hey didn t find him in Ihe
house for example he was found
a day later down the street
hiding. in a garage, there was a
question whether or not this was
the person. There's always the
question of whether the woman'
was raped because the proof is
very diffi~ull. But we 'put
everything III that case, including
the kilchen sink.
INKWELL: Do you feel there
!echnology in terms of equalit
~nsentencing. What we could d~
~~ we could plug every sentence
at has ever been had in a
computer and say that the
average sentence for commilting
armed robbery with a snubbed
n~sed pistol at 12 noon in the
middle of town is 12 years. So
you. get 12years subject to some
SOCial adjustments like the
background of the fellow and
other things. Before you plug in
whatever adjustments need to be
made,. human judgements, first
plug In the facts, and compare
them with what you've done to
other people. So a black guy
doesn't come up and get 20
years and a white guy comes up
and gets two years and an ugly
guy gets 50 years.
INKWELL: Well, it should all
be the same.
MR. HILL: That's right and
then you throw in the human
adjustment. For instance his
wife was home with cancer he
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MR. HI LL; Well, it was a bad
decision, it could cause disaster
for the future of black lawyers.
No two people are born equal,
people just aren't born with the
same . ~mount of gray matter.
But It s a historical fact that
blac~s have been discriminated
against in the educational
process. The segregated school in
law and in the political matrix
resulted in poor education for
black people. Now the only way
to correct that, obviously is to
do one of two things: one at the
bottom line is to make sure that
everyone has an equal education.
The o~er is to compensate for
past discrimination. Now it's no
way using the stupid questions
they use to ge t into law school
asking a black person about the
blue boy and not asking white
people about chilliins. That's
disc~iminatory. Wen, if you
don t make those kind of
adjustments blacks are not going
to Ret into law school. So the
needs to be any reform in the
court system in Georgia?
MR. HILL: Yea, there's no
question about it.: It's always
difficult to say what you do it
improve a court, system and we
do something every year to
improve the. court system. But
there are a lot of imperfections,
the greatest imperfection is
inequality in sentencing. Twins
can commit a crime on opposite
sides of the town, one goes to
the jury today and the other
tomorrow and one gets tcn years
and one gets twlcvc years. Now
something is apparently unfair
.about (hat isn't it? So that
probably is the greatest
imperfection. Now we've got
computers to get the stock
report right as the market closes,
and that's over 10 million shares
traded and we can have a
synthesis and a Dow average by
five. And it occurs to me that we
cou I d pu I that kind of
was being evicted from his home
and his baby had the collick, the
doctor said the baby was going
to die .and the doctor woldn't
operate unless he had fifty
dollars. So he ought 10 rob
somebody right. But you put in
the human considerations after
you put in the time of the crime,
what kind of crime he used and
what kind of aggrava'Ong
circumstances existed. he had
the money and he said I'm still
going to shoot you.
INKWELL: So you're still
using social situations, so the
process wouldn't be shortened
that much more would it?
MR. HtLL: I think the policy
would change.
INKWELL: How do you feel
about the Supreme Court case
that was involving a black law




only way to do it is to be lenient
on blacks and let blacks into the
law schools and compensate for
it by giving them additiunal
training programs and so forth.
It's unfortunate that there's a
history that requires it but if
you're going to erase and
dismantle a sad historical factor
then the only way to do it is to
Jet them in, somehow.
INKWELL: I'd like to knuw
more about you're experience,
as far as growing up, college,law
school, that sort of thing.
MR. HI LL: I was born
inWilkes County and my mother
died when I was about 1!6 and
my father married again and we
moved to Athens, Georgia, the
Classic City and we didn't live
too far from the Unviersity of
Georgia and so I could go to the
University illegally like, I
couldn't legally go to class, ~ut I
could go and sit in a class and
learn all the subjecls. And I
came down here and traveled
around the world a little bit and
that's it. And as soun as I got old
enough, I joined the NAACP and
got started in the civil rights
movement.
INKWELL: In England the
lawyers arc specially trained in
handling trail procedures and
perhaps it would do American
lawyers good 10 be as qualified.
Because ~'ve sat in on a couple
of trails at the county
courtho.use and the lawyers,
prosecution and defense have
done an atrocious job.
MR. HILL: That theory is an
athma to the free enterprise
system.
INKWELL: But is a man's life
free enterprise?
MR. HI LL: You see we built
this thing up and that's an
~ssimulation when I say we, this
IS my country, right. We built up
a theory that people ought to be
free to get their training and to
go their own way through it.
England doesn't quite subscribe
to that, so you can have a theory
like that, bu t they're getling
away from that as a matter of
fact. I do think, another aspect
of the free enterprise system,
that if you want to go out and
hire an incompetent lawyer,
then that's your business. Sec
that's the free enterprise system
and that is what you're not
going to wash out. I think you're
right that you ought to have a
trial lawyer trying the case.
INKWELL: If you wanted to
be a trial lawyer, maybe I should
say a criminal lawyer because
we're talking about a person that
could get five years just because
you made a technical mistake. If
you wanted to do this couldn't
they set up a course where you
could be better trained instead
of just a jack-of-all trades. Take
yourself for instance, I think
you're a very fine trail lawyer.
Some of it has to do with
education and some of it I think
is instinctive. You're the juggler
of the situation, whereas some
trail lawyers are groping. They
don't know what to latch onto
as far as preparing the case.
MR. HILL: I wish I knew the
answer to that, you raise a tough
question and I don't know if
you can resolve under the
doctrine of free enterprise, Ijust
don't see how you arc going to
do it. Increasingly though in the
Bar Association additional
training is available for trail
lawyers. The American Trail
Lawyer Association has seminars
you can go to. But some lawyers
stiH don't take advantage of
that. So as a result the lawyer
that's in business for himself is
not going to tell someone, I'm
not a good trail lawyer, go gel
someone else. It's a financial
situation, he wants the client to
come into the door and he's not
going to turn the guy away. But
the people though are not falling
for anything, the good lawyers
gel the good clients and Ihe
sorry lawyers get the sorry
clients.
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reached a point, I trust, that
Savannah is ready for this kind
of demanding performance."
Meachen is an organist and
choral director, but he also
functions as a minister through
music. In 1967, he was ordained
as a' deacen, lowest order in the
Episcopal hierarchy of deacon,
priest, and bishop.
Why this step? "1 was a
musician long before I was
ordained. . .There are such
theological implications in
anything you do in the church
that. as I got more and more into
the music of the church, I got
more and more into the
church. I found I was having
responsibilities that were
manifesting my ministry."
What is this "long-haired"
Two comparative newcomers
to Savannah's music scene are
Jerry and Marie Meachen. He is
music minister at Christ
Episcopal Church; she is a music
teacher at Savannah Country
Day School. Meachen arrived in
February from Florida to take
this position. He is a native of
Oklahoma, she of Pittsburgh;
they met at Oberlin. Then came
graduate school in New York,
under Robert Shaw ("my
hero"), famous American
conductor/arranger, nine years
in Connecticut, twelve years in _
Florida and now, Savannah.
This fall he and symphony
director George Trau twein have
been working. toward the
establishment of a community
choral group 'in Savannah. Why a
a community chorale? When Dr.
Trautwein first came here, he
contacted Rev. Meachen about
forming a group which could
sing with the symphony.
Arrangements for auditions were
quickly made in October and the
first rehearsal was held October
21st. This was to be a purely
community effort rather than an
off-shoot of college choruses.
Response has been enthusiastic.
Sixty to seventy-five people of
aU ages, races, and religions have
been regularly attending
rehearsals which are held at
Mickve Israel Synagogue.
Meachen feels the group cuts
across aU sorts of traditional
barriers in the community. The
choice of music reflects this·
along with Christmas carols
(Robert Shaw arrangements) and
Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus,"
the re is a Hanukkah hymn,
portions of the Bloch Sacred
Service for Friday night
worship, and, "He Watching
Over Israel," from Mendelson's
"Elihan." The chorale and
symphony are scheduled for a
December 12th performance.
Meachen and Trau twein hope to
make ita c o n t in u ing
organization. Christmas was seen
as an opportune time to involve
people > carols are familiar and
enthusiasm is high. In short, the
purpose is to take the music to
the people.
musician doing in the Episcopal
Church, with its name of being
usuper-establishment?" Meachen
feels that the church and
"church" music are still viable·
if they have meaning. Music
must have diversity - be chosen
from different periods and
styles; but most importantly, it
must be approached from a
theological point of view.
What about rock, folk, the
music that young people relate
to? High school students make
up one third of his choir. The
Sunday morning worship is still
"very straight-faced;" but
afternoon folk-masses involve
young people and speak to them
in their own language. Yet, it's
the intent of the music as much
up. :Vou. can do plain-song
deadly or lively .. .it's the intent
we want to stir up."
So, the establishment isn't
dead. . ."where the church
stands as being establishment in
the best sense of the word, it's
viable, because establishment is
to establish and hold that which
is good, and hold it up ... you
need establishment, but it needs
to be alive on top of that!" ...
Space considerations pre-
vented the appearance of the fol-
lowing stories: An induction cer-
emony of Pi Mu Epsilon, Math
Department team training for
the Putnam Exam, a concert reo
view by D.H.T., and poems by
Robert Weil (Rain dance for Mar.
celie) and Nancy Wise (Cretin).
=....QP'.c::rpt='Jt
TomPuckett: "Whose" sp.?To Blame?
Meachen does not consider
Savannah a culturally "dead"
city - but he believes that its
potential has not been tapped.
"1 gather that there has been a
gradual shifting and gathering of
momentum in the past couple of
years in a vade ty of areas. I
certainly think that the
self-development of downtown
Savannah indicates that
something has been bubbling
here for quite a while, and it has
BRING THISAD and get
10% off one garment,
15% off two gailueilts
for STUDENTSonly.
Imported direct from India,
shirts, blouses, tops, handmade
jewelry, bracelets, ivory, pipes,
brasswares, etc.
355-9700
8604 White Bluff Road
~.~ =.!=.:~. • ,. ,IW-.:I*....
I have read your editorial in
the November 20th Inkwell and
find that the information
contained therein is so erroneous
and misleading that a
clarification is needed for the
readers of your publication.
You have made three wrong
assumptions: I) that the
Masquers are the Fine Arts
Department; 2) that a new Fine
Arts facility was never needed in
the first place; and, 3) that the
Sucha deal I had for you,
a beer stein, a kazoo,
and a psychedelic vo-vo.tool
I'm told that such freebies
are all tried and true
for getting the business
from kidsllike you.
Then it hit me,
in a moment pensive
I navel approach
and far less exp.nsive,




let's discuss your inaJrance
like tWOadults.
Call me today for the facts abou
life lnserence and its (ole in you
future. Perhaps we can get togethe
at my office between classes.Ou
coffee is tree, but we keepthe cups.
Julian W. "Jey" Moreno Jr.
352-7895
440 Mall Blvd., Suite AM0NY
MUTUAL OF NEW YORK
The Mutual L,fe Insurance Company 01 New Yorl<
new library addition has not
been constructed because the
funds were spent on the new
Fine Arts building,
On the first point it should be
noted that the Masquers are
academically not a part of any
department: they are an extra
curricular activity (except for
those students enrolled in
theater lab-type courses). Mr.
Schower and Mr. MydeU are
faculty members of the
Department of Languages and
Literature and therefore are not
members of the Fine Arts
faculty. Not being a dramatist I
cannot speak on the matter of
whether or not the mock-up area
of the new auditorium is
sufficient for the Masquers
needs, but I do know that the
stage is too large for the type of
productions they do. Mr.
Suchower has in fact mentioned
this to me as one of the primary
reasons for not using the new
facility on a regular basis.
The statement "If the
Masquers are not to use the Fine
Arts Center, who will?" shows a
complete ignorance as to what
and who the Fine Arts
.Department is. We presently
fave four (4) full-time music
staff and two (2) half-time music
Instructors, and one (I) full-time
art staff member. At presen t we
do not have office space for one
staff-member, my office is a
temporary structure put up in
t he bandroom therefore
affording no privacy or quiet
(since the bandroom is also used
as a classroom), there are not
enough teaching studios for
private lessons, there is not a
SAVANNAH BANK & TRUST CDMPANY
decent place on campus to give
formal concerts (either by ASC
groups or by any outside
performers), classroom space is
lacking, the bandroom is so
crowded that we hardly have
room to put the band members,
and there are plenty more
reasons which [ could enumerate
but f won't. The new structure
will contain an 1,100 seat
auditorium (with a 35' x 70'
stage), three music classrooms, a
large rehearsal hall for both the
chorus and band, a small recital
hall, 12 practice rooms, 6 music
staff offices, art offices, 4 art
studios, an art gallery, and
plenty of storage space. I assume
that Mr. Pucke tt notices from
my above description of the new
facility that it was not designed
for the Masquers, but rather for
Fine Arts instruction and to
allow for future growth in the
arts.
Money for the library
addition has been allocated for
several years now. The hold ups
have been legal ones and
troubles with the architect, not
financial ones. In my last
conversations with the library
staff, I was told that the plans
would be handed over to the
college soon. When this is
completed, bids can be
advertised, and hopefully,
ground can be broken in
February.
I hope that my Ietter has
helped to clarify the situation. I
suggest that in the fu ture the
editor does a little more leg
work before writing an article
which smacks of such blatant
misinformation.
Dr. Stephen P. Brandon
Asst. Prof. of Music
Cultural Cues
So you didn't hear the ASC
stage band (now, incidentallr"
the "Wells Fargo Express)
November 18th. A lot of people
did and you can still catch the
ASC Woodwind Quintet Concert
. Sunday at 3:00 in Jenkin; Hall
Auditorium and the Concert
Band/Chor;s Christmas Concert






On November 29 the A.s.C:
Pirates begin their season with a
showdown with the University
of New Orleans at the Civic
Center. This matchup sets the
stage for the beginning of the
Shriners' Invitational
Tournament. The game is
expected to be a good one since
. the opponents were ranked very
high last season and have most
of their starters returning this
year. Attending fans can expect
a very tough match.
The Pirates used quickness to
overcome a lack of height last
year, however, that will present
no problem this year as the
return of Sam Berry and
recruitment of Wayne
Armstrong will give the Pirates
size. "We're just as quick as ever,
but we will have considerably
more board strength this year",
says Coach Alexander. The
offense this year will be geared
to make the most of the bigger
players under the boards and
also designed to use quickness in
ball handling.
The team will have no lack of
returning talent since, in
addition to Berry, All-American
Ike Williams, Rober Weber
Sonny Powell, and Lama;
Kirkley will be back. Wayne
Armstrong and Doug Smith are'
important additions to the team
giving depth to the lineup of
"big" men. Other additions to
the roster are Roney Clark (from
Savannah High), Joel Vickers,
and Newt Brown. All of these
players bring impressive records
with them. Smith was named to
the Florida Jr. College AII.Star
team. Armstrong was a Florida
All-Stater last year, and Clark
was a starting guard on Georgia's
3-AAA state champs last year.
This year's schedule will be a
tough one with several
im portan t road trips, bu t
Alexander seems confident of
the success of the team: "We
have the personnel to be
national contenders this year
and if we get our people to play
as we know they are capabJe,
then we should be right near the
top when the shooting is over in
March~·.
The roster for the 1974-75
Pirates is as foUows:
No. Name Pos. HI. WI. Yr. Ltrs.
44 Wayne Armstrong C 6-10 210 Fr. 0
43 Sam Berry F·C 6·8 210 Jr. 2
12 Newt Brown G 5-10 135 Fr. 0
14 Roney Clark G 6-3 150 Fr. 0
22 Lamar Kirkley F 6-4 190 Sr. I
42 Elijah Powell F-C 6-6 195 Jr. 2
30 DQug Smith C 6-8 220 Jr. 0
40 Joel Vickers F 6-4 195 Fr. 0
10 Roger Weber G 6-2 155 Jr. 0
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!!!!r=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::h:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::11
:~~~~Deadlines for Winter Quarter tournaments concluded with th~~~~
:;:::Jntramurals have been following results: Mens league::::
:::::announced: winners - Sigma Nu: Mens::::
:~:: BASKETBALL tournament winners 'Baptistt
:::::Entry Deadline Jan.7 Student Union. Overall women'::::
:::::Date Begins Jan.9 league and tournament winner~:::
:::: Hot Panls. The women~:::
:::: VOLLEYBALL organization league winners- Phi::::
':::: (Men and Women) Mu; The womens organizalion::::
::::Entry Deadline Jan.13 tournament winners _ Alpha::::
::::Date Begins Gam. The highest scorer in the 3::::
::::(men) Jan. 16 game set was Vernon Lawless;:::,
::::(Women) Jan. 21 the womens highest 3 set winne':::::
('J& 9enquinj :::: was Cheryl Lankford. The':::,
'--- ...:.._...:.._..1:::: WEIGHT LIFTING highest averages were Calvin:::,
::?eb.5 12:30 p.m. Hancock and Cheryi Edwards. ::::
::::Feb. 6 12:30 p.m. :,:;:
::::Feb.7 12:30p.m. ::::,
!:!i BADMINTON ~~~~~~V~~ :!!~:
;:::Deadlines and times to be Vic Martin. from Armstrong ::::;
:~:~announced in January. Finals of averaged 199 for five games to:~:~;
by BECKY CAMP' ::::t h e In d i v i d u a I S P 0 r t s edge" Dusty Reed of the. U. of:::::
This year's cross country ::=;Championships will .be carried Flonda for the Singles tJtI~ 111::=:;
team under Coach Bianchi and ;:;:into the Winter Quarter. Times the Savannah IntercollegIate;:::;
Assistant Coach Stratton has ::;:and scores are to be completed Tournament. The 3rd place. in;:::;
ended a respectable season by ::::by Reading Day. (Winter) singles went to Glenn Tambllng:::::
placing third in the South :::: of the Un iv. of Ronda. :::::
Atlantic Conference. The team :::: FLAG FOOTBALL FINALS In the C&S Bank sponsored:;:::
was plagued with starting :::: Ph" Mu won the Women's two day tournament the VoL :;:;:
difficulties but finished with a jRag Football Championship by of Florida won easiiy by defeat· :::::
strong finish in the conference ::::beating the Little Sisters by a mg all rune of their opponents. ;::::
meet. Highlights of the season .... f 33 17 Ph' M f tsh As a team they averaged over 185.:.:.·:·:score 0 -. I U Inl es a . . ..•..
we re dou ble vic t aries over _~:~:undefeatedseason. A clutch pass ~er man which l~ an. outstand-~:~:i
Augusta, CoJumbus, and :;:;was thrown by Janet Byerly to 1I1g performan~e In any touma-:::::
Valdosta. Columbus barely ::::Terri Fogarty on the last play ~enl.d Th; ~mvd o~ SOUI~C;r~:::::
edged out Armstrong in the last, ::::to win the game. ma e ge. 0ln
f
a Atate or ~ :::::
conference race.- "In setting .... B S U h . place whIch e t rmstrong m·.·.·
:::: .. won t e mens orgam·, h I AS C d'd h :::::records this is the first year we ...• . I h b h' PKT lourt pace. ... I, ow··.·.·
::::zatlona tfOP Y Y smas mg b I h'ghl t d'::::
can count on our top five and ::::6-0. They now have a 5-4-0 ever, e~t sev~ra lyra e ::::
. II th . th f :.:. , schools Includmg North Caro- :.:.
occaSlona y e SIX man 0 ::"record. The men s playoff go as I' ,"S th FI "d Ga Ga ::::
the team running the regular ::::follows: Sun. Dec., I, 2:00 p.m. TlRah' °duth COtn
d
ai' " . ::::
nde thlJ' ty mm'utes" ..•... 3'()() ec ,an e I a e. :.:.
course u r , .·.·Wasps·Suns and at . p.m, V' M t' I d all Armstrong':·:C ch Stratton :::: J IC ar In e :.:.
says oa . ::::Old Pros - ets. bowlers for the tournament with:.::.:The cross country team
::.:: a 188 average for 14 games.:.::.:doesn't have- a post season
however there are some events :::: The A.S.C. intramural He was folJowed by David Hotch-::::
that may invoJve some of the ~:~:b0 w lin g 1e a g u e san d kiss and Gary Calhoun. ::~:i
players: The Atlanta Marathon t::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;.::
on the 21st of December, and,
there is a possibility on some





Your age and non-hazardous occupation
qualifies you for reasonably priced life
insurance' premium rates!
'Del Kenyon C.L.U.
Suite 500 - Trust Company SInk Building
savannah, Ga. 31401 236-4236
IINEW YORK LIFEINSU"ANCE CO"'P'ANY• ~~:u:."~~:~:::CI[. A""UIT"HUL.TH I".UI'ANCI[P'aN.IOt ~".prlRSTFEDERALSAVINGS.,u a ~ • JM'ftl!I!.
A ,~••gPA1lAl~
V ~ r rr r., We have received our complete
DOWNTOWN
Fall line of Oothing. Furnishings and Shoes. It is an
exciting and interesting grouping. Wewould like you to
drop/in and take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use your aIARGE CARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton Phone 236-0209
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IltilRiliiBd IIdll
* *: ENGLISH TUTORING FOR SALE LOST.* Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1972 Vega G. T. Hatchback, Class ring, 1972 Benedictine ** 8:3()'10:30 A.M. Frodays . Air, Radio, Tapeplayer, 4 speed Military Academy . Maroon:* 7:3().1?:30 A.M., Room 202, rransrmsnon. $1300. Call stone polished initials F.A.J. II ** Memoroal College Canter. Ray 354·0255 after 5:00 p.m. lound return to Inkwell Office.**- . . . *
: . . . Mat~hin9 alligator shoes, SIze NIGHT STUDENTS **. Exciting thmgs are about ~o 6%8, and pocketbook. Also If you wish to ha~e th~ Stu- ** ha~p.en!. Interested In evening slippers 6%8. All brand dent Affairs and Reglstra~ s of- ** partlclpatln9? Contact S.G.A. new. Call 233-0803 after 5 p.rn fice open two nights pnor to ** c/o President Films, Politics, p . I . 420 d pre regIstratIon sign your name ** Sex etc olarold nstemanc an.' 'b t d . *
*
' . Ilash unit. Excellent condition. In the blank. To e coun e re *
* 3 67 I 5 00
turn this blank to the S.G.A. *
NOTICE' All notices to be Call 54-26 a ter: p.m. . . h ld tu-. suggestion box 10 ( e 0 s u *
displayed on the Marquee are to dent center. ** be turned in to Dennis Pruitt at A definition of "open Thank you, D. Hamilton ** least THREE days ahead 01 mindedness". Answe rs will be ** activity date. accepted from all sources, even X ** 0 *Dr. uncan. *
* *~********************************************~not getting the entire facility.
Community Services will be
taking half of the building,
while, incidently, the Academic
Skills Laboratory will be moving
into the music and art part of
the Jenkins Hall facility with the
possibility that the band room
might be given to the Masquers'.
In any case, it is assured that the
Fine Arts Dept. has more than
enough constructive activity to
justify its use of the other half
of the facility. But don't take
the word of a mere music major.
.. HIlKLMOP
Question by question ... but
don't trust me, ask around. I).
Jenkins Auditorium belongs to
ASC and therefore is not the
property of the Fine Arts De-
partment. 2) I agree thai as the
question was presented, I was
wrong. 3). Surely you jest?
Thank you for making me
feel wanted. .
LettersTo The Editor... From page 5 .
researched his own material.
Why is everything from
Psychology 10 I classes to local
schools of ballet allowed to
parade in and out of Jenkins
Hall as if there were no other
available facility and as if the
Fine Arts Dept. had enough
room for its classes in the first
place? Why does the Inkwell
imply that if the Masquers don't
use the new facility, then
nobody will? (The Fine Arts
Dept., at least on this campus, is
composed of the music and art
departments. Since a degree in
drama at Armstrong constitutes
a de gree in English with a
concentration in speech, the
Masquers' are not even part of
the Fine Arts.) Therefore, let it
be known that the Fine Arts
Dept. includes a number of
musical organizations which
perfonm and rehearse just like
the Masquers' and obviously will
use the new auditorium for
concerts. Finally, if the Lane
Library is so starved for space,
why not transfer all the music
and art materials from that
library to the Fine Arts Center?
(1 would think that such
measures would be taken as a
matter of course, but then, one
never knows on this campus.)
As to whether Fine Arts need
the "entire facility", let me
assure our students that we are
fraternity brothers and sisters
are accustomed- to pu blicity, and
when the Inkwell ceases to play
"yes-man" for them, the
fr a te r nitie s naturally object.
Spoiled children rnust always
have the attention of mommy,
or they screan. It is obvious that
fraternities still get more notice
in the newspaper than the
maintenance department, which
accomplishes much more for
Armstrong, in every sense of
accomplishmen t, than all our
fraternity brothers together.
Fraternities object to Puckett
and Co. because the Editor and
his staff are doing their job
rather than helping out the egos
of, in view of what they
accomplish, stagnent and
worthless organizations. But in
conclusion, the fratematles
should not be too upset by
Puckett and Co. because they
could not possibly be offended
by any action of the Inkwell
staff to the extent that I am
offended by their action. In
objecting to what disgust these
fraternities and brothers and
sisters, and God's children, they
have manage d to be more




Their- was one small 63,000
volume error in last weeks Lane
Library editorial. The library is




The new Fine' Arts Center
was (to open in January) is a
very good example of
misappropriate funding we have
received. "But does the Fine
Arts Dept. need the entire
facility?"
These and other questions
Were asked last week by Inkwell
chief of staff, Tom Puckett.
First of all, I would direct to Mr.
Puckett the following questions
with the hope that he will
research the answers to them




Send now for latest catalog. En
close $2.00 to cover return post
age.
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